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An Evening of Urban Love Poetry (Nov 15)

There’s no better way to close a literary festival than experiencing a moonlit autumn
evening with love poetry.

On Nov 15, Hong Kong International Literary Festival (HKILF) invites the audience to hear
readings by acclaimed Hong Kong poets and invited guests, both live and live-streamed.
Srikanth Reddy, Professor of English and Creative Writing at the University of Chicago,
will be joining the closing event of the 20th HKILF virtually together with Marilyn Chin, Mary
Jean Chan, Tammy Ho Lai Ming, Nguyễn Phan Quế Mai, Marco Yan, Collier Nogues,
Jason Lee, Akin Jeje and Cheng Tim Tim. Rising stars from Hong Kong secondary
schools will also read their work as Marilyn Chin announces the student winners of the
Urban Love Poem Contest.

LEARN MORE

Academic & Professional Trajectories in the Study of International
Affairs (Nov 18)

The Committee on International Relations (CIR), founded by UChicago in 1928, is
America's oldest graduate program in international affairs. Combining rigorous core
instruction with an interdisciplinary curriculum, CIR immerses students in a vibrant
intellectual community of world-class faculty, scholars and professionals. Learn more from
Matthias Staisch and program alums about the collaborative production of cutting-edge
analytical work and how to navigate the admissions process.

LEARN MORE

Remote Learning Program on Behavioral Finance

Are You a Professional Working in a Finance Role?

Behavioral finance is the study of psychological influences on the behavior of investors and
financial analysts and how it impacts market outcomes. The University of Chicago’s
course on behavioral finance will help you understand the thinking behind money
management and financial trading. Check out this 8-week course which will help you to
better understand the irrationality in human decision-making in finance.

LEARN MORE
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